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SUMMARY

BCLP advised Aegion Corporation (“Aegion”) in connection with the management buyout of its

EMEA corrosion and cathodic protection business, Corrpro Companies Europe Limited. The

transaction completed on 9 February 2024.

Corrpro is the global leader in anti-corrosion services and technologies for different industries

across the world. It has a particularly crucial role in energy generation and transmission, military

infrastructure and waterworks and utilities. In energy, it works with fossil fuel, hydro turbine and

nuclear energy providers worldwide in an effort to preserve valuable assets. Services include

transmission, substation and generation plant services, as well as nuclear generation services and

solar solutions.

The BCLP deal team was led by Kurt Ma (Partner, Corporate Transactions, London) with assistance

from Yaniv Grunberg (Associate, Corporate Transactions, London) and Elizabeth Tomlinson

(Trainee, Corporate Transactions, London).

Tax advice was provided by Mark Brailsford (Partner, Tax Advice and Controversy, London) and

Sarah Johnson (Associate, Tax Advice and Controversy, London). IP advice was provided by

Marcus Pearl (Partner, Global Practice Group Leader - Technology, Commercial and Government

Affairs, London), Sasha Rubinstein (Associate, Technology, Commercial and Government Affairs,

London) and Eleanor Powell (Trainee, Technology, Commercial and Government Affairs, London).

Advice on US aspects of the transaction was provided by Jordan Buchheit (Associate, Corporate

Transactions, St. Louis).

The client relationship partner for Aegion is Joel Lander (Partner, Regional Leader – Corporate and

Finance Transactions, St. Louis).
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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